To submit material for Helmuth send email to Helmuth@boskone.org
OR drop off a legibly written note at the Office in the Galleria. Deadlines for submission are:
Deadlines for getting info to Helmuth are:
Saturday am 11 am
Saturday pm 5pm
Sunday 10am

ACCESS AT BOSKONE
We have an Access area as part of Information and Volunteers this year. We added Access information to the Website (http://www.boskone.org/about/access/) and have been working to make it easier for everyone to enjoy Boskone.

We have reserved a few seats in the front row of each panel for people who have limited hearing or vision, and have taped out areas in each function room for mobies and wheelchairs. Many function rooms also have extra open space in the back.

We have checked areas and adjusted tables and chairs to ensure people using mobies can more easily get through. If anyone notices any spots that are difficult to navigate or identifies other issues that Access should be aware of, please drop an E-mail to access@boskone.org or stop by the Information/Volunteers/Access table in the Galleria.

FRIDAY SPECIAL EVENTS
• Art Show Opening
• 8.30pm Marina 1: Jordin Kare Memorial Concert
• 8.45pm Galleria stage: Boskone Reception, Meet the Guests, and Toast
• 10.00pm Harbor II: Regency Dance with Mary Robinette Kowal

DUBLIN 2019: AN IRISH WORLDCON AT BOSKONE!
Stop by the Dublin 2019: An Irish Worldcon table outside the Galleria to find out the latest news. Learn how you can be a part of our limited-edition pin promotion and get ready for the Meet Up at 10:30 PM in the Galleria on Saturday night for some Irish snacks and music.

FOUND AT BOSKONE—PRE-CON
Three different people have found small glass marbles on the floor of the Galleria. Also found were two shiny cents. If you find any more marbles or anything interesting on the floor at Boskone, please let Helmuth know so we can update this report.

FANAC News
Fanac.org has now reached over 50,000 pages of fan material, including fanzines and photos online. We have over 2500 issues of fannish newszines. Our Youtube channel has 55 pieces up, 229 subscribers and over
35,000 views. We thought you should know. Send more (digital) Fan History stuff.

**PROGRAM CHANGES**

**Dublin 2019 Late Night Meet Up**
Saturday 10.30pm Galleria
add participants Vincent Docherty, Erin Underwood, Jackie Kamlot, Ginjer Buchanan, John R. Douglas

**Star Wars: A New Beginning Reawakens Again**
Saturday 11.00am Harbor II reawakens Brianna Wu

**Workshop: Writing Comics**
Saturday 5.00pm Independence

**How To Write A 10-Minute Play**
Saturday 12Noon Independence

"**Realistic" Hackers**
Sunday 12Noon Marina 4 remove Brianna Wu

**Technology and the Crisis of Conscience**
Saturday 10.00am Marina 4 remove Karl Schroeder

**Opening Ceremony: Meet the Guests**
Friday 8.45pm Galleria - Stage

**About Airships**
Saturday 2pm Marina 2 remove Frank Wu

**Name That Legendary Object**
Friday 7pm Marina 2 add Bob Kuhn, remove Frank Wu

**Colonialism and the New Space Race**
Saturday 11am Burroughs, remove Karl Schroeder

**Modern Marvels**
Saturday 3pm Burroughs, remove Karl Schroeder

**The Future of Work**
Sunday 11am Marina 2, remove Karl Schroeder

**Star Wars Mad Libs**
Friday 2pm, Harbor III, remove Frank Wu

**Name That Tune: What’s Next?**
Friday 10pm, Marina 1

---

See page 1

**Removed People**
Frank Wu
Brianna Wu
Karl Schroeder

**REGISTRATION as of 4pm FRIDAY**
2 Void
283 Warm bodies
859 No-shows
1144 Members
1138 Preregistered
4 At-the-door

**PARKING IN FRONT OF THE HOTEL**
Check the signs. Some places are limited to local residents from 8pm to 8 am, 7 days a week. Boston will ticket. Other side of the street is restricted to residents from 8pm to 8am.

**WORLD FANTASY CONVENTION 2015**
Members of the 2015 World Fantasy Convention who did not attend the 2016 WFC at Columbus can pick up their souvenir books at Joe Berlant’s table in the Dealer Room.

**From the BBC…**
The Tesla car that Elon Musk launched into space is likely to stay there for tens of millions of years before crashing into the Earth or Venus.

That's the conclusion of an analysis by Czech and Canadian researchers.

They calculated that the roadster has a 6% chance of colliding with Earth and a 2.5% probability of hitting Venus over the next million years.